Wednesday, July 20th
Take to the Sky
Bring Lunch and Water

Camp Apple 2022
Session 3 July 18-22
Under the Sea Week 2
Monday, July 18th
Sharks and Mammals Oh My
Bring Lunch and Water
It"s all about the big animals of the ocean today.
In the morning, create some whale tale art and
add a story to go with it if you like. Later, take a
moment to discover the giant ocean mammals
that call the ocean home, along with some of
their smaller friends as well. Later, let"s have
some fun with blubber science–so squishy!.
After lunch it"s time to move on to the more
ferocious creators of the sea…Sharks! We"ll
learn about all the sharks in the ocean, big and
small and end the day with a rousing game of
Sharks and Minnows.

Tuesday, July 19th
Fishy Fishy
Bring Lunch, Water and Bathing Suit
and Towel (weather permitting) It"s
getting fishy around here today. In the morning,
let"s create some fork puffer fish. Next, learn a
little bit more about these spiny creatures, why
they puff and more amazing facts. Later, play a
few rounds of !catch the puffer fish”--it"s going to
be fun. In the afternoon, come back to the sea to
learn a little bit more about the odd looking
SunFish–these guys are bit! We"ll further
celebrate their beauty as we create our own
sunfish sun catchers.

Time to stretch your wings this morning as we
learn about all seabirds. In the morning, create
some sea glass sea bird art. Next learn about
some of the smaller birds that like to call the
seashore home. Later, see if you could hack it
as a sea bird by participating in a series of bird
related obstacle challenges!. In the afternoon,
learn about the bigger birds that live near the
ocean, the Seagull and Pelican. Later, fish in
the sea like a pelican and see how many fish
you can scoop up, then enjoy a showing of
Finding Nemo.

Thursday, July 21st
Sea Myths
Bring Lunch and Water
Mysteries abound today! Start off the morning
crafting a sea serpent or mermaid. Next, let"s
discover more about some of the mythical
creatures said to call the ocean home. Later,
participate in a series of obstacles as you run
around to see if you can escape the Bermuda
Triangle. In the afternoon, let"s learn about the
Gods of the sea, Poseidon and Neptune in some
exciting tales from Greek mythology.. Later,
make a crown fit for the gods using ocean items.

Friday, July 22nd
Ahoy Matey
Bring Lunch and Water
Pirates have invaded Apple today. In the
morning, join a pirate crew and create a pirate
flag with your own pirate name. Later, learn
about some real-life pirates and the wild and
dangerous things they did. In the afternoon,
participate in our own pirate relay course to
avoid a walk on the plank–but hey, no worries,
even if you do it"s gonna be fun. Later, let"s fish
for some buried treasure then enjoy some
yummy Pirate booty with a special showing of
The Pirate Fairy

